Let talk at this stage…
Dear friends,
We have successfully completed registration process and document
verification also. You can see that many of the students who have made
silly typo errors have also been displayed correct details of marks on
www.jacpcldce.ac.in/BE.aspx in know your merit details.
Now some big questions in your mind… let try to answer it..

Queries related to merit
1. Who are included in Merit currently?
Field
HSC School passed
from

Criteria
 The students who have cleared qualifying examination
from State of Gujarat from boards like GSEB, CBSE, ISCE
and NIOS have been included in the provisional merit list.
 The students who have cleared qualifying examination
from outside Gujarat (within India) and whose parents are
Gujarat Origin and currently serving there have been
included in the provisional merit list.
And

Qualifying
obtained

 The Open category students who have scored 45% in
Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics (either with only
theory marks or with theory and practical marks) have
been included.
 The students who have belonged to SEBC, EWS, SC and ST
and who have produced valid document (obtained from
authority of State of Gujarat ) and scored 40% in Physics,
Chemistry and Mathematics (either with only theory marks

Marks

Entrance
examination criteria

or with theory and practical marks) have been included.
 If the marks of PCM is not matching eligibility, the marks of
Physics
,
Mathematics
and
biology/biotechnology/vocational subjects of Board been
considered.
And
 Appeared in GUJCET-2020 examination in Physics,
Chemistry and Mathematics subject.

2. When the merit list of All India seats of JEE(Main) will be
announced?
The merit list based on All India Rank scored in JEE(Main) will be
announced with final merit list.
3. I have applied only for JEE(Main) quota, and you have started
choice filling. Will it not be affected to me? Will my seat will be
allotted to someone?
This is provisional merit list and the mock round has been started
for GUJCET criteria seats. The JEE(Main) seats will not be offered to
anyone till JEE(Main) merit been declared. Secondly, this is practice
round. There is no actual allotment will be made. So, the none of
the seats including JEE(Main) seats will be issued real admission.
4. I have some corrections like my category or merit marks which is
been shown on portal. What do I do?
Check the marks properly. You can verify the category details and
other details in your portal. In case of any corrections, please send
the all documents like PDF copy of registration form, marksheets,
category documents (if applicable) on edit.acpc@gmail.com. The
details and corrected merit (if applicable) will be displayed on final

merit list. While mailing to us, do not forget to mentioned your
application number on Subject of mail and in message.

Queries related to choice filling
The choice filling is most important part of the process. Candidate has to
be more cautious during this process. However, rest assured that any
mistakes committed by you can be easily rectified.
Check some important steps of it..

Facts about choice filling:
 There will be single choice list based on two quotas, GUJCET
based and JEE based. We will ensure that best choice will be
allocated to you based on those quotas. DO NOT CHANGE
YOUR PRIORITY due to this. LET IT BE SAME. There is no
effect. System will allocate you best priority choice among the
both quota in all rounds.
 You can surely fill maximum choices all shown to you.
Actually, you should fill maximum choices because this is
exercise which gives you maximum benefit of this process.
 The choices once filled can be added another choice, alter the
filled choice, and deleted filled choice also when the choice
filling tenure is available for that particular round.
 You can have choice of three types :
o Rank wise: choice from first rank to last rank
(irrespective to institute and branch)
o Institute wise: choice of particular institute or
institutions only based on district also

o Branch wise: choice of particular branch or branches
based on institutions offering the same
 Based on the same, the choice filling module provides your
filter like Branch wise choices, Institute wise choices with
clear bifurcation of Government, Grant-in-Aid and Self finance
institutions.
Best practice for choice filling:
 First identify the institutes and branches where you are
interested to take admission. The list shall be as large as
possible.
 Do not miss to include top most priority even if your merit
does not match to it. As well as do not miss to include
those choices in your list where you are comfortable to get
admission even may be lower cutoff than your merit rank.
 Arrange them in priority, like first keep those choice where
you want to take admission first including TFWs choice.
Then think that if you are not able to manage admission
there due to low merit cut off what could be the next
choice. Prepare list like this. And make it as long as
possible. Prepare the sheet with Pen and Paper and check
with last year cutoff. You must have those choices
compared to last year which is lower cutoff than your rank.
Prepare the choice list with raw excel file provided :
 For preparation of better choice filling, we have provided a
downloadable EXCEL file for your reference. This includes
institute name, branch name, district and last year cutoff. This
will help you out to prepare best list.

 The file will be updated after mock round based on this year
choice also so that you can have clear idea.
 You can have choice of three types and based on this your can
use “sorting” function of excel file : the sort is available on
DATA filed of excel file.
o Rank wise: choice from first rank to last rank
(irrespective to institute and branch). In excel file,
choose the sorting field as rank and arrange the smallest
to largest. You will get ready list based on last year
cutoff.
IMPORTANT : Newly included branches will not be in
list. You fill the place where you want to include newly
introduced course of respective institute.
o Institute wise: choice of particular institute or
institutions only based on district also. In excel file, sort
it with Institute wise (field : A to Z)and you may also sort
with district. With district sort, district wise list of
institutes will be made available. You can further sort
with branch wise and merit wise also.
o Branch wise: choice of particular branch or branches
based on institutions offering the same. In excel file, sort
it with branch wise and you may further sort with merit
and institute also.
o The list can be filter further with Government, Grant-inAid and Self finance institutions.

Queries related to choice filling : Second Round
(Reshuffling round)
After the mock round and later actual round, the actual allocation will
be displayed. Students need to confirm the admission wither by paying
token tuition fees or by confirming on portal (where the fee payment is
not there.) The choice filling is most important part of the process.
Candidate has to be more cautious during this process. However, rest
assured that any mistakes committed by you can be easily rectified.
Check some important steps of it..

Que : 01

Who can take part in the reshuffling round?

Ans :01

Candidates with merit who have not been allotted admission in
the first round can participate in the reshuffling round along
with the candidates who have been allotted admission in the
first round.

Que : 02
Ans :02

Que : 03

What do I need to do to participate in the reshuffling round?
After the completion of the first round of admissions, the
candidate has to agree to participate in the reshuffling round
through his login account within the time limit fixed by the
admissions committee.
In the reshuffling round the candidate can change his filled
choice of first round

Ans :03

Yes, in the reshuffling round the candidate can change the
filled choice of his first round, Shortly in the second round, the

Que : 04

candidate can re-determine his choice and add or even delete.
I was allotted admission in the first round and I paid the
admission token tuition fee and got confirmed admission. Now
I take part in the reshuffling round and if I am allotted
admission to my new choice in the reshuffling round, my
previous admission will be continue or not.

Ans :04

No, when you are allotted a new choice in the reshuffling
round, your first round choice is lost. And the token tuition fee
you have paid does not have to be repaid as it is valid against

Que : 05

Ans :05

Que : 06

the new choice.
I was allotted admission in the first round and I paid the
admission token tuition fee and got admission confirmed.
Now, I am taking part in the reshuffling round and if I am not
allotted admission in the reshuffling round, my previous
admission will be continue or not
Yes, if you have paid the token tuition fee in the first round
and have been confirm admitted and in case you are not
allotted admission to the reshuffling round than your first
round admission will be continue.
I was allotted admission in the first round and I not paid the
admission token tuition fee and not confirm admission and
now, I am participating in the reshuffling round and if I am not
allotted admission in the reshuffling round then my previous

admission will be continue or not.
Ans :06

No

Que : 07

When participating in the reshuffling round, should the choice

Ans :07

allotted in the previous round be replenished or not?
Not required

